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SATAN WORSHIP 
Most Christians don’t know what is taught in the Jewish Cabala which is a set of 
some 650 books.1

The Cabala teaches that the God of Abraham is the bad God and the source of 
all evil. Lucifer is the good and real god; therefore, during the reign of this Jewish 
global ruler, he will introduce his god to be worshipped. Since there will be such a 
power display from Lucifer and his global ruler, people will gladly accept Lucifer 
as their god and the global leader as the messiah. 

 In the end time, the world religion will be worshiping the Devil 
and his ruler. Revelation 13:4 

Christian Zionist pastors and their followers are going to face some difficult 
issues at this time. They believe that Jesus, the son of Mary, is the Messiah that 
came thousands of years ago, but what are they going to do with this man who 
claims he is the Jewish Messiah? 
John Hagee (if he is still alive) will claim that God has a special deal for the 
Jewish people and they are now back in their own land. This global ruler has 
taken them under his wings and Jerusalem is not only the capitol of Israel, but of 
the whole world. The temple has been rebuilt, sacrifices have resumed and all 
the prophecies of the Old Testament have been fulfilled. 
At this time Christian Zionists will be forced to reject Jesus as the Messiah or 
they must reject the global ruler as the messiah because they won’t be able to 
have it both ways. 
Since the Bibles used in most Christian churches have been revised time and 
time again, people will not be able to turn to their Bibles and find any answers. 
Amos 8:11-13 

As a result, most Christians will be so confused that they will believe that 
this global ruler is really Jesus who has come back to set up His 
kingdom on this earth. 2 Thessalonians 2:8-12 

GLOBAL CONTROL 
During the last six thousand years there has been one empire after the other 
occupying parts of the earth’s surface but none has been a global empire. In 
order to be able to rule the entire world with its different time zones and 
continents, there must be a technology that up until this time has never existed 
                                            
1 THE DOVE MAGAZINE: WINTER 1995, John S. Torell, pp.2-37 
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before. God spoke to the prophet Daniel some 600 years before Christ that 
knowledge would increase during the end times. But until the end time, the 
revelation that Daniel received was to be sealed. Daniel 12:4-13 

TECHNOLOGY 
All technology is a creation of God; man does not invent anything, we only 
discover what God had created before the foundation of the world. 
Technology remained at a very low level after the flood. In the Middle East area, 
people advanced and lived in cities and formed states and empires, while people 
living in other areas of the world lived in the Stone Age. This is still true today as 
there are some primitive tribes in different parts of the world that still live in the 
Stone Age. 
Black powder was discovered in China around 1000 A.D. and then in England 
around 1242. The first primitive gun was produced by the Arabs around 1300 and 
the production and use of muskets in Europe did not begin until around 1650. 
When political leaders realized the great killing capacity of this weapon, all 
nations began to build muskets and develop this technology to make better 
firearms which could kill more people than any other previous weapon.  
 Gutenberg, the German craftsman, had 
perfected his technical discovery of a printing 
press around 1450. There is no doubt that this 
skill and knowledge was imparted by God since 
all Bibles up to this time were handwritten. The 
Bible became available to the common man along with educational books that 
could be mass produced and used in grammar schools to universities. Exodus 
31:1-4; 35:30-35 
From the time of Christ to around 1663, man was able to improve tools and 
equipment, but there was no dramatic change for the human race. But that 
changed with the discovery of electricity, and for the next 174 years, scientists 
and engineers in Europe and the United States tried to learn how to produce and 
use it in practical applications. 

Electricity is the mechanical “spirit” that gives life to all mechanical and 
electronic equipment. 

AN EXPLOSION OF KNOWLEDGE 
Until 1769, Horses, camels, donkeys, mules and oxen had been the “engines” for 
all transportation on land. But that changed when man discovered the principle of 
a steam power which set in motion a great race to develop more and better 
technology. A steam engine did not need any electricity to function and by 1803 
the first functional steam locomotive was built and generated a need for railroads.  
Here is a short list of the knowledge explosion:  
 Telegraph developed in 1837 

Without the printing press, 
there would have been no 
explosion of knowledge. 
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 Gasoline combustion engine in 1860 
 Telephone in 1876 
 Phonograph in 1877 
 Light bulb in 1879 
 Automobile in 1885 
 Radio in 1897 
 First propeller driven airplane in 1903 

The four years of World War I (1914-1918) was a period of time when Satan 
inspired political leaders to spend millions of dollars to develop new technology 
into weapon systems. Much progress was made in the development of 
technology which was used in the navies of the world with greater warships like 
battleships, cruisers, destroyers, submarines etc. with better guns, heavier armor 
and electronic firing systems and instant communication via radio. 
The nations in the world developed the battle tanks, trucks, motorized artillery 
and the better ability to direct battles through the use of radio. 
Airplanes were designed to drop bombs and operate as fighters. 

Once man learned of God’s great technology, it was used to build 
weapons, which were more efficient and able to kill larger number of 
people with less manpower on a faster scale. 

 

The years between World War I and II were used to develop the weapons of war 
to a higher and better efficiency. Anything that benefited civilians was a by-
product. The first functional television broadcast took place in the United States 
in 1922 and it became clear to the owners of the American radio media that this 
would be a future type of broadcasting. 
As the military developed heavy aircraft bombers in the late 1920s, the need for a 
detection system stimulated the research that could spot bombers or navy ships 
long before the naked eye could see them. As early as in the late 1880’s, 
German physicist Heinrich Hertz had developed a crude radar system, but there 
didn’t have the necessary financial backing for it. A patent was filed for a radar 
system in 1904 but it was not until around 1930 that the U.S. military became 
interested and started research. By 1939 a functional radar system was in 
operation in the US and six units had been placed at Pearl Harbor, which worked 
very well at detecting the Japanese air attack in 1941, but was disregarded by 
the military commander. 
A deadly race began between the United States and Nazi Germany to see who 
would be the first to develop an atomic bomb. Germany got close, but the United 
States won and dropped two atomic bombs on Japan in August of 1945. 
But Germany pushed the technology race even further by developing the jet 
engine and by 1944 had operational jet fighters which participated until the end of 
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the war. Let’s not forget the German rocket industry that produced the first long 
range missiles which rained their deadly payload over England in the last two 
years of the war. 
By 1950 black and white television broadcasting was an American staple, and by 
1954, the three television networks began the introduction of color in 
broadcasting. 
It was 213 years (5.1 hours for God) from the printing press until the 
discovery of electricity and it was 282 years (6.8 hours for God) from the 
discovery of electricity until the end of World War II. But the pace of 
knowledge would skyrocket in 1947.   

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO 
The Bible tells us that the Devil has a very short time to do his work, that he is 
well aware of this and very angry about it. Revelation 12:7-12 
According to the Bible, it has been 6,126 years since God created Adam and 
Eve, and in God’s time it has only been 6 days, 3 hours and 18 minutes. This 
means that in God’s timing there is only 20 hours and 42 minutes left of the 
seventh day. We do not know how many days God has set for mankind on this 
earth, but since the Bible says that the time is short, it is obvious that Satan 
wants to accelerate things before his time is up. 
On July 4, 1947, the Devil had one of his flying craft to crash land in the desert 
close to the 509th Army Air Field2, which is located in the vicinity of the city of 
Roswell in New Mexico3

Only one week prior there had been an enormous activity of unidentified flying 
objects (UFOs) and a high alert had been issued due to this harassment close to 
some of the most sensitive military bases and the test range White Sands. 

. 

US Army Counterintelligence Command (CIC) had dispatched a large number of 
its operatives to the Army airbase with orders to immediately retrieve any objects 
found from these UFO’s. Thus when the crash occurred on July 4th, they were 
ready and had secured the crash site in a short amount of time. 
The alien craft was nearly intact with very little damage and a number of alive 
and dead crew members were found by the military. Later it was determined that 
these were not human but some kind of clones that the military could not identify. 
Even though a fire truck and a police cruiser from the city of Roswell had made 
its way out to the crash site and hundreds of people in town had seen the craft go 

                                            
2 The need for a separate air arm of the U.S. military had become clear by this time, however, 
and in anticipation of this, the AAF was reorganized in March 1946 along lines that emphasized 
functions rather than geographical areas. The basic pattern of unit organization, in descending 
order, was established as follows: command, air force, air division, wing, group, squadron, and 
flight. On July 26, 1947, the National Security Act created the independent U.S. Air Force. The 
National Security Act Amendments of 1949 reorganized the military services, with the Department 
of the Air Force included within the Department of Defense. 
3 THE DAY AFTER ROSWELL, Col. Philip J. Corso, 1997, p.2 
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down, the military still denied there had been a crash and threatened the firemen 
and the police officer that they would be swept up if they talked, never to be seen 
again. 
The craft and its crew members were taken to the Army air base. The dead 
crewmen were embalmed in formaldehyde and the craft and crewmembers were 
taken to the Air Material Command at the Wright Field Air Base in Ohio. 

REVERSE ENGINEERING 
The craft was carefully examined and it became clear to the engineers working 
on the project that they were seeing a technology that man didn’t even know 
existed. 
Only a fraction what was found is known outside the intelligence circles and the 
Air Force technicians working on it. The craft was wired with flexible glasslike 
wires which we now know as fiber optics. The craft had some kind of control 
center that later became known as “computer” and they found wafer boards with 
etched circuits which we now call circuit boards.  
The windows of the craft were made of a material that when a person looked 
through them they could see objects even in the dark. Now we know this a night 
vision. 
There was clothing material that could stretch but could not be cut with a pair of 
scissors. Today this material is known as Kevlar and is used to make bulletproof 
vests. 
Then there were some kind of a pen shaped object that when a button was 
pushed it would give out a red ray that would hurt and burn if it was pointed to 
human skin. Today we know this as a laser. 
The craft itself had no jet or rocket engines. The engineers could not find any 
source in the craft that would propel the craft and deduced was that it must be 
propelled by some kind of magnetic/electric propulsion. According to Col. Corso, 
they were never able to solve this problem but it might be that it was kept from 
him. 
Here is a partial list of the technology transfer      
 TRANSISTORS were developed in 1947 at Bell Telephone Laboratories. 

In the 1960s-70’s, integrated circuit boards were developed with many 
transistors, diodes and resistors on semi conducting material. 

 MICROPROCESSORS were developed by Intel in 1972. Life without the 
microchip would be unthinkable for the young people today. 
Microprocessors are found in things like televisions, cell phones, digital 
cameras, radios and mp3 players. They control the ignition in your car, 
fuel injection and your brake system. All electric kitchen appliances like 
ovens, refrigerators, and dishwashers have them. Even your washer and 
dryer have them. 
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 LASERS were developed by Columbia University in 1958. Today they are 
used in surgery and to remove tattoos. CD and DVD players use a laser to 
read the disc and stores use lasers to read bar codes at the checkout. 
They are also used in construction and surveying. 

 STEALTH TECHNOLOGY was implemented in the F-117 fighter bomber 
and the B-2 heavy bomber. Stealth is achieved by coating the surface of 
an airplane or a ship with a material that absorbs the radar rather than 
reflecting it back to the sender. 

 DEPLETED URANIUM was the only known metal with similar properties 
as the skin of the craft. It would later used in artillery and tank shells for it 
hardness and penetration ability. 

 PARTICLE BEAM WEAPONS focus an intense beam of either electrons 
or neutral hydrogen atoms at a target. The particle beam is fired in pulses 
that travel at the near speed of light and excite the atoms in the target until 
they literally blow themselves apart. Whatever does not disintegrate will be 
destroyed electronically and rendered useless. 

From the UFO crash in 1947, it only took the American military industrial complex 
43 short years (1.03 hours in God’s time) to develop and mass produce weapon 
systems that came from the fallen spirit world. 
But there is another weapon system that was developed which is absolutely 
essential in order to have a global control over people. This system is made up of 
the Internet, computers, digital cameras, and surveillance and communication 
satellites. The end result is the Global Positioning System (GPS). One day it will 
be mandatory for all vehicles on the earth. 
The laser technology made it possible to develop a bar code system which is 
mandatory for all products sold in the Western world today. Now you should be 
able to understand these Bible verses. Revelation 13:15-18 
 

Remember, it’s not so important how you begin your life after salvation, but 
how you finish it! 

 
DO YOU HAVE AN EAR TO HEAR WITH? 
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